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HOST COUNTRY AND CITY 
 
Czech Republic 
 
Thanks to its long and rich history and the diversity of its natural environment, the Czech Republic 
is a great attraction for the millions of guests who visit the country every year. The jewel in the 
Czech crown is Prague with its gorgeous and rich architectural styles, but the country is also dotted 
with numerous historical city centres, castles and chateaux. Outside the urban areas, deep woods, 
rock formations and limestone caves are among the many interesting sites the Czech Republic has 
to offer. Since the Czech lands lie on the border between Eastern and Western Europe, the country 
has come under the influence of several cultures in the course of history. Each of these influences 
indelibly marked the face of the country with architectural or artistic monuments. This accounts for 
the uniquely rich cultural heritage of this relatively small country. In addition, the Czech lands, 
unlike so many parts of Europe, are practically untouched by the destruction of modern war. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The Czech Republic is a highly developed country 
situated in Central Europe. Its neighbours are 
Poland to the north, Slovakia to the east, Austria to 
the south, and the Federal Republic of Germany to 
the west. The population is about 10.58 million 
people, and the area is 78 886 sq. km. Most of the 
population are Czechs (cca 90%), others are 
Slovaks (1.9 %), Poles (0.5 %), and Germans 
(0.4%). The figures for Czechs and Slovaks 
include the Romany, who make up about 5% of the 
population. 

The Czech Republic is a democratic country, 
rendering political rights to all citizens. The 
official head of state is the President. The supreme 
legislative power belongs to the Parliament and the 
Senate, while executive power lies with the 
Government. The most powerful parties are the 
Civic Democratic Party and the Social Democratic 
Party (while the Communists have polled about 
20% of the votes in each election since the 
changes.)The Czechoslovak Republic, the 
predecessor of the present state, was established 
after the end of World War I (1918) and the fall of 
the Austrian - Hungarian Monarchy. From 1938 to 
1945, the country suffered under Nazi occupation. 
Prague was liberated from the Nazis in May 1945. 
However, democracy lasted just three years: the 
stern Communist rule (from 1948) did not come to 
an end until the so-called Velvet Revolution in 
November 1989. In 1993, Czechoslovakia split 
into two independent states, the Czech Republic 
and the Slovak Republic. In 2004, the Czech 
Republic became a member of the EU. 
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GOVERNMENT INFORMATION 

Government type: Unitary Parliamentary Republic 

Capital: Prague 

Official Language: Czech 

Administrative divisions: The country has been traditionally divided into three lands, namely 
Bohemia (Čechy) in the west, Moravia (Morava) in the east, and Czech Silesia (Slezsko; the 
smaller, south-eastern part of historical Silesia, most of which is located within modern Poland) in 
the northeast. 

Establishment of the Czech Republic: Czechoslovakia was formed from several provinces of the 
collapsing empire of Austria-Hungary in 1918, at the end of World War I. On January 1, 1993, 
Czechoslovakia separated peacefully into two new countries, the Czech Republic and Slovakia. 

Constitution: The Constitution of the Czech Republic (Czech: Ústava České republiky) is the 
supreme law of the Czech Republic. The current constitution was adopted by the Czech National 
Council on 16 December 1992. As of April 2013, the constitution has been amended eight times. 

Legal system: Czech legal system belongs to the Germanic branch of continental legal culture 
(civil law). Major areas of public and private law are divided into branches, among them civil, 
criminal, administrative, procedural and labour law, and systematically codified. 

Suffrage: 18 years of age; universal 

Executive branch: 

Chief of State: President Miloš Zeman 

Head of government: Prime Minister Petr Fiala 

Elections: The Czech Republic uses a two-round plurality voting system for the Presidential and 
Senate elections and an open party-list proportional representation system for all other elections. ... 
Elections are usually held over two days, from 14:00 to 22:00 on Friday and then from 8:00 to 
14:00 on Saturday. 

Legislative branch: The Legislature is exercised by the Parliament. Czech Parliament is bicameral, 
the upper house of the Parliament is the Senate, the lower house of the Parliament is the Chamber of 
Deputies. The Senate consists of 81 members who are elected for six years. ... The Czech Republic 
has a multi-party system. 

Judicial branch: The ordinary court system consists of the Supreme Court (nejvyšší soud), the 
Supreme Administrative Court (nejvyšší správní soud), high courts (vrchní soudy), regional courts 
(krajské soudy) and district courts (okresní soudy). 
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THE CITY OF PRAGUE 
 
Prague, in Czech – Praha, is the capital and largest city of the Czech Republic and fourteenth-
largest city in the European Union. It is also historical capital of Bohemia proper. Situated in the 
north-west of the country on the Vltava river, the city is home to about 1.3 million people, while its 
metropolitan area is estimated to have a population of nearly 2 million. The city has a temperate 
oceanic climate with warm summers and chilly winters.  
“The Mother of Towns”, “The Golden City”, or “The City of a Hundred Spires”, these are just a 
few of the many attributes that the Czech metropolis nestling above the river Vltava has earned for 
itself. Prague as a major destination of visitors arriving in the Czech Republic, with its appeal of 
architectural monuments of all styles, the traditional hospitality of its people and the excellent beer 
served by Czech pubs, as well as the remarkable mix of Czech, German and Jewish cultures, is 
considered one of the most beautiful cities, and not just in Europe. 
In 1993, the city’s historical centre was rightfully added to the UNESCO List of World Cultural 
Heritage. For lovers of historical monuments, Prague is, literally, a paradise. The grand Baroque 
palaces of the Hradčany quarter join forces to form a monumental gateway to Prague Castle, with 
its magnificent Gothic cathedral consecrated to St Vitus. The Lesser Quarter boasts a profusion of 
intimate corners and pleasant restaurants; fine burghers houses blend with splendid aristocratic 
palaces and charming gardens here. The Old Town of Prague offers its visitors a network of 
twisting medieval lanes and the Old Town Square. When exploring the remains of the former 
Jewish town, its synagogues, the Old Jewish Cemetery or the extensive collections of the Jewish 
Museum (one of the most valuable to be found in Europe), you are certain to experience a 
mysterious spiritual atmosphere. The Charles Bridge, the most beautiful promenade site in Prague, 
is alive with street artists and musicians. 
Prague is a city of very high standards, offering both historical and modern conference venues, 
hotels, restaurants and places of interest. Prague – the capital of the Czech Republic situated on both 
banks of the Vltava river is a beautiful city with a rich history. Thanks to its location in the centre of 
Europe, Prague has always been an important crossroads of trade and culture. In the course of its 
thousand-year history, Prague has always been the political, cultural, and business centre of the 
country. Prague, often called “Golden” or “Hundred-spired”, belongs to the architecturally unique 
European towns, attractive for tourists from around the world. Visitors find themselves enjoying a 
living museum of European architecture from Romanesque time to the present. 
Prague has 1,200,000 inhabitants and stretches over approximately 500 square kilometres. The 
dominant feature of the city is Prague Castle, which houses the gothic St. Vitus’s Cathedral. The 
castle had been the seat of Czech kings since 1087, until 1918 when it became the seat of presidents 
of the Czechoslovak Republic, and since 1993 it has been the seat of the president of the Czech 
Republic. Prague has one of the oldest universities in Europe; the Charles University which was 
founded in 1348. 
 
Prague has a designated UNESCO World Cultural and Natural Heritage area of more than 8 sq km, 
over 100 theatres, concert halls, galleries etc More than 100 personalities famous world-wide have 
lived in Prague (e.g. King Charles IV, Rudolph II, J. A. Comenius (Komenský), W. A. Mozart, 
Franz Kafka, A. Einstein, A. Pick, M. Curie-Sklodowski etc.). 
 
With a widely opened pro-market economy, stable democratic government, stable currency and 
well-known working skills of the people, this country provides a great opportunity to host a 
conference in order to meet scientists and business people from all over the world. 
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TRAVELLING IN PRAGUEpRAGUE 
 
 
Prague Public Transport (MHD) is a well-organised system of affordable transport in the city and 
its surrounding areas and includes underground, trams, trains, buses, ferry, and funicular. Almost 
two thousand vehicles transport a million travellers.  
 
Thanks to the PID system it is possible to travel with just one transport card on all the types of 
transport across the region of Prague and Central Bohemia.  
 
Fares – travelling in Prague 
The basic transfer ticket for an adult costs 32 CZK and is valid for 90 minutes. For shorter distances 
lasting no more than 30 minutes you need to pay 24 CZK for a ticket. A tourist ticket valid for 24 
hours costs 110 CZ and a 3-day-ticket is for 310 CZK. Further information regarding the price list 
can be found in section Fares on the Prague Public Transport website.  
 
All information regarding the PID tariff can be found on the ROPID website: https://pid.cz/en/ 
 
The “Lítačka” (chip card) with a recorded coupon is an ideal option for a frequent travel in the city. 
For further information, check out the following website:  https://www.litacka.cz/en 
 
 
Travelling in Prague 
 
Where can you purchase your ticket? 
In a ticket vending machines of the PID which can be found on all the metro stations and some bus 
and tram stops across the city. 
 
Metro transport 
Metro is the backbone of public transport in Prague. Daily carries over one million passengers who 
use it for travelling to work and school, or in order to reach their leisure time activities. Prague 
metro network consists of three lines A, B, C, where trains run every 2-4 minutes at peak times and 
every 5-10 minutes at other times. All the metro lines operate approx. from 5:00 to 24:00. 
 
Tram transport 
Prague tram network is one of the largest in Europe. Trams offer a comfortable and reliable surface 
transportation in Prague. 
 
Daily tram lines 1–26 operate approx. between 5:00 and 24:00. Intervals are 8 minutes at peak times 
and 10–20 minutes at other times. The busiest lines 9, 17 and 22 operate more frequently (every 4 
minutes at peaks, 5–10 minutes otherwise). 
 
Night tram lines 91–99 operate approx. between 0:00 and 5:00 in 30 minutes interval. At nights 
friday/saturday and saturday/sunday the interval is shortened to 20 minutes. 
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Bus transport 
Buses in Prague Integrated Transport complement the metro and tram network. Urban buses operate 
within the city of Prague, while suburban buses connect also surrounding municipalities. 
 
Urban buses operate approx. between 4:45 and 0:15. They are numbered 100–299. Intervals are 
typically between 6 and 15 minutes at peak times, 10 to 30 minutes at other times. Passengers on 
these lines can board the bus using any of its doors. 
 
Suburban buses link Prague and municipalities in the Central Bohemian region. The lines are 
numbered 301–499. On these lines it is allowed to board only by the front door. A passenger must 
present a valid ticket or buy a ticket from the driver. 
 
At night, approx. between midnight and 4:45, night bus lines 901–915 complement the night tram 
network. There are also suburban night lines 951–960. 
 
Trains "S" 
Trains offer fast, comfortable and safe travelling in the whole region. You can use PID train lines to 
travel either within the city or to travel to some of the nearby municipalities. 
 
You can recognize the integrated trains by the following logos. Train lines that are included in the 
Prague integrated Transport (PID) system are labeled by letter S (or R) and a number, e.g. S1 or 
S88. These include typically passenger trains in Prague and surroundings. On these lines, PID 
tickets can be used. Long-distance fast trains are not integrated in the system. 
 
Ferry lines 
Ferries can shorten your path across the Vltava river. All ferries in Prague are included in the 
Prague Integrated Transport (PID) system, therefore passengers can use PID tickets. Currently there 
are 6 lines: P1, P2, P3, P5, P6 and P7. 
 
Funicular 
Funicular to Petřín is a popular tourist attraction. It is included in the PID system, therefore all 
Prague public transport tickets can be used. The lowest station Újezd can be reached by tram lines 
9, 12, 15, 20 or 22 and 23. The funicular is operated for the whole year, only in spring and in 
autumn it is interrupted for approximately three weeks inspection. 
 
All information about Prague´s transport services can be found on the Prague Public Transport 
Company website: https://www.dpp.cz/en 
 
Taxi 
Never hail a taxi in the street, or take one from a taxi stand. The unctuous or insolent driver WILL 
rip you off. On the other hand, the telephone taxi companies are reasonably honest. The driver may 
be polite, and should give you a more or less correct receipt for the ride.  
 
The biggest and best telephone taxi company, with English speaking dispatchers, is AAA: 
AAA Radio taxi 
Phone: +420 222 333 222 or 14 014 (nonstop dispatching) 
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Bike 
Even though the city of Prague does not have its own public bikesharing system, there are other 
easy ways how to rent a bicycle in the capital of Czechia. There are two main rental services: 
Rekola with 1000 bikes and Nextbike with another 1000 bicycles (as of autumn 2021). If you are 
interested in renting an e-bike, there are two operators with them in Prague: Bolt and Lime. These 
two are mainly focused on operating fleet of electric scooters around the city.   
 
 
 
Car 
We do NOT recommend bringing a car to Prague. Parking is a problem. Cars are often broken into 
or stolen. The public transportation system is good and cheap. 
 
Some general traffic rules: 

 -Seat belts must be used at all times, including rear seats, if equipped 
 -Maximum speed: 90 km per hour, in all built-up areas 50 km per hour, motorways 130 km 

per hour 
 -Zero alcohol, drugs allowed before/while driving 
 -Motorways fees (paid by purchasing a window sticker - valid for 1 year) 

In Prague, there is a lack of parking spaces. In the streets of the city centre, you must respect the 
parking zones. 
 
TRAVELLING OUTSIDE PRAGUE 
 
When you travel outside Prague you can use a train or bus. Both are quite cheap and reliable. You’ll 
be able to find a connection to every village in the country either by bus or train. Try to avoid 
travelling on Friday and Sunday afternoons when most people travel to and from their weekend 
homes. 
 
By air 
Prague’s Ruzyně airport is situated about 15km (9 miles) north of the city. Transport from the 
airport is explained in Section 6.1 above. 
24 HOUR AIRPORT INFORMATION (Arrivals and departures): 
Non-stop: +420 220 111 888  
informace@prg.aero 
More info about Airlines represented in the Czech Republic: http://www.condor.cz 
 
By train 
Most international trains arrive and depart from the main station, Hlavní nádraží (Wilsonova, 
Prague 1) which is also a metro station (red or C line). It is open 24 hours and full of the usual 
characters that train stations attract. The main station offers exchange services, showers, left 
luggage and accommodation services. This station is only a few minutes walk from Wenceslas 
Square. The other main train station is Nádraží Holešovice (Arnoštovská, Prague 7) which is also a 
metro station (red or C line) - it serves north bound trains. 
 
Masarykovo nádraží (Hybernská, Prague 1) is located not far from the main station at Náměstí 
Republiky metro station (yellow or B line) and is mainly used by local trains. 
 
Smíchovské nádraží (Nádražní, Prague 5) is also on the yellow or B metro line and usually serves 
south or west bound trains. Some international trains also stop there. The trains to Karlštejn castle 
mostly go from here. 
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One word of warning about taking trains within the Czech Republic is that different trains will take 
different lengths of time to reach the same destination - so check the travel time before you buy a 
ticket. Quite often, the journey is quicker by bus. You can find information in the station on 
computers or from the information desk. https://www.cd.cz/en/jizdni-rad/default.htm 
 
Eurail passes for students offer very good value, and are particularly popular with US students who 
want to combine a semester in Prague with “doing Europe”. Try to get a pass that includes Austria, 
or pay extra to include Austria. These passes must be bought in your home country. During term  
time, the International Students Club arranges many trips to acquaint international students with the 
Czech Republic, so we recommend “doing the rest of Europe” mainly before or after the semester. 
 
By bus 
The main bus station in Prague is Florenc, which is a metro station on the red, or ‘C’ line. 
International buses arrive and depart from here, and there is an always busy information desk where 
you can get times and info on all the buses if you can’t read the sometimes indecipherable 
timetables. The timetables often include buses that only run on specific days and therefore you must 
be able to understand the key. There are also some computers in the station where you can enter 
your destination and day of travel and find the most appropriate bus. Buses also arrive and depart 
from the train stations Holešovice and Smíchovské nádraží. 
 
Czech Bus Transport Contacts 
Phone:+420776877890  
WhatsApp:+420776877890, +420608773761 
E-mail: info@czech-transport.com 
https://czech-transport.com/index.php?id=155  
 
CZECH TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY IN PRAGUE 
 
Faculty of Civil Engineering 
 
The Faculty of Civil Engineering of the Czech Technical University in Prague is one of the largest 
schools providing civil engineering university education world-wide. Over the years, graduates 
from the school have created engineering works which have laid grounds for the school's famous 
historical tradition. Keeping with the tradition of excellence, today's graduates exhibit a high quality 
of engineering craftsmanship and skills. The faculty has set up a modern system of organization of 
instruction based upon a greater flexibility of course selection for the final two years of study, and 
scheduling of courses according to students' individual interests. The new system places increasing 
demands on the quality of students' results which are examined and tested thoroughly throughout 
the whole study period, measuring that the students gain deep knowledge of their field of study. 
They learn to make independent decisions, bear responsibility, and respond rapidly to changing 
needs of industry, business, and social environment through changes in their professional 
knowledge structure. Therefore, during their studies, they can flexibly form their own professional 
profile and specialization in close coordination with major organizations and firms in order to be 
prepared for the needs of their future profession, creating favourable conditions for their careers. 
This is how the Faculty prepares its students for top positions in the practical domain. 
 
Main Campus and how to get there 
 
The main Dejvice Campus is located in the north-western part of the town close to Dejvická metro 
station. Technická street goes through the middle of the campus. 
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Directions from the airport to the main Dejvice campus 
 
Prague’s RUZYNĚ Airport is located 15 km west of the city centre. There are banks and automats 
for changing money (daily 7:00 – 23:00), a car-rental office and public phones, bar, shops, etc.  
 
You can make your way from the airport to the main Dejvice campus by city bus, airport shuttle or 
taxi. The city bus is recommended. 
 
A cheap and very effective way of getting to the main CTU campus by bus: https://czech-
transport.com/index.php?id=155 
  
 
Directions from railway stations to main Dejvice campus 
 
Passengers travelling to Prague by train typically pull into one of two central stations: Hlavní 
nádraží (Main Station) or Nádraží Holešovice (Holešovice Station).  
 
Both are on line C of the metro system and offer a number of services, including money exchange, 
post office, and a luggage-storage area.  
 
The main station is usually the terminus for trains from the west (Paris, Frankfurt) and east 
(Budapest), while Holešovice station is for through trains from Berlin and Dresden to Vienna.  
 
The main Dejvice campus is located near Dejvická metro station. You take the metro to Muzeum 
station and there you can transfer to line A (green). Dejvická is the last stop at the north-west end of 
line A. 
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ADVANCED MASTERS IN STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF MONUMENTS AND HISTORICAL 

CONSTRUCTIONS 
 
The objective of the Advanced Masters in Structural Analysis of Monuments and Historical 
Constructions (SAHC) is to offer an advanced education programme on the engineering of 
conservation of structures of the architectural heritage, which encompasses all the different sources 
of knowledge and experience required by the discipline. The Master will combine the diversity of 
expertise at leading European universities in the field of structural analysis and conservation of 
cultural heritage constructions.  
 
Structure and content: The study programme is composed of eight units, being six courses/units of 5 
ECTS (45 hours of lectures and 95 hours of independent/group student work), one course project-
based of 9 ECTS (45 seminar hours, 45 tutorial hours and 162 hours of independent/group student 
work) and one dissertation of 21 ECTS (30 tutorial hours and 558 hours of independent student 
work). Lectures are held from 9:30 to 12:30 and individual/group work is compulsory at University 
from 14:00 to 19:00. 
 
The courses of 5 ECTS are given in 3.3 weeks without interruption. Each 5 ECTS course is divided 
in two modules with independent evaluation, when the lecturers are available for the students and 
provide extra tutorial as requested. 
Therefore, each lecturer is typically involved two weeks in a single course. This allows 
foreign/external lecturers to deliver the module and is very beneficial for the students, as they have 
a lecturer almost full-time at their disposal for all the modules. The 5 ECTS courses are arranged as 
a mix of theory and application, in a context of a project-led education, where a project is 
effectively run for the full duration of the course. 
The Integrated Project course (9 ECTS) is carried out during the full first 26 weeks of the MSc. 
This truly project-based course includes a mini group project to solve a real engineering problem, 
with site visits, and the preparation of a proposal work plan for the dissertation. In addition, special 
lectures by top world experts, practitioners or researchers, and seminars by the students are also part 
of the course. 
Finally, the Final Project/Dissertation (21 ECTS) is carried out in the final part of the MSc (last 14 
weeks). This aims at developing research and/or professional competences in the field of 
Conservation and Restoration of Architectural Heritage Structures. The dissertation can be carried 
out inside the Universities or in a private company, under University supervision. The general 
description of the course/units is as follows: 
 
SA 1: History of Construction and of Conservation (5 ECTS) 
Introduction to modern conservation criteria. General concepts. Structural conservation and 
restoration. 
Construction techniques and structural components: masonry and earth. 
Construction techniques and structural components: timber and mixed systems. 
Construction techniques and structural components: metals. The use of metals in historical 
construction. 
Introduction to 20th century heritage structures. Structural concrete across 20th century. 
Overall structural arrangements in history. 
Ancient rules and classical approaches. 
Limit analysis: the static and the kinematic approach. 
Damage and collapsing mechanisms in historical structures: gravity and soil settlements; 
construction defects. 
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Damage and collapsing mechanisms in historical structures: environmental and anthropogenic 
actions. 
History of conservation. The Athens Charter and the Venice Charter. Modern structural restoration 
practice. 
The application of conservation criteria in practice. Diagnosis, safety evaluation and design of 
intervention. 
Examples. Discussion of analysis and restoration of real heritage structures. 
 
SA 2: Structural Analysis Techniques (5 ECTS) 
Aims, challenges and difficulties in the modeling and analysis of historical structures. 
Governing equations of the mechanics of continuum. 
The finite element method. 
Elasto-plastic constitutive models. 
Geometrical nonlinearity. 
Solution procedures for non-linear incremental FE analysis. 
Damage mechanics, smeared crack models. 
Applicability of continuum mechanics. 
Blocky limit analysis of masonry. 
Demonstration of modelling of real structures and examples. 
 
SA 3: Seismic Behaviour and Structural Dynamics (5 ECTS) 
Introduction to earthquake engineering. 
Elements of seismology and seismicity. 
Elements of seismic hazard analysis. 
Dynamic analysis of single-degree-of-freedom systems. 
Dynamic analysis of multi-degree-of-freedom systems. 
Dynamic analysis of structures using the finite element method. 
Response spectrum analysis of linear multi-degree-of-freedom systems. 
Response history analysis of linear multi-degree-of-freedom systems. 
Non-linear dynamic and static analysis of structures. 
Earthquake-resistant design of buildings. 
Structural dynamics in building codes. 
Elements of soil dynamics. 
Damage and collapsing mechanisms in existing (particularly historical) structures. 
Introduction to innovative earthquake-resistant systems 
 
SA 4: Inspection and Diagnosis (5 ECTS) 
General methodology for Inspection & Diagnosis; 
Historical analysis, typical damages and deterioration processes in heritage structures; 
Visual inspection techniques for damage survey of structures with onsite applications; 
Non-destructive and minor destructive testing applied to historic buildings; 
Typical foundation damages and inspection techniques for geotechnical survey; 
Laboratory testing with masonry, concrete, metal and timber; 
Modal testing techniques and dynamic characterization of structures; 
Laboratory applications of AVTs; 
Vibration-based damage identification methods; 
Long-term monitoring of historic structures; 
From continuous vibration monitoring to FEM-based structural assessment. 
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SA 5: Repairing and Strengthening Techniques (5 ECTS) 
Introduction to repair and strengthening. 
Strengthening of foundations. 
Discussion of load transfer and long term effects. 
Strengthening of concrete structures. 
Design of timber structures. 
Strengthening of timber structures. 
Design of masonry structures. 
Strengthening of masonry structures. 
Strengthening solutions. 
 
SA 6: Restoration and Conservation of Materials: (5 ECTS) 
Introduction to conservation and restoration of materials; 
Historical materials: identification, types and classification; 
Binders and mortars; 
Degradation of historic materials: physical, chemical and biological actions; 
Degradation of historic materials: disasters and anthropogenic actions; 
Salts in stone and masonry; 
Cleaning of façades; 
Repair materials and techniques; 
Consolidation of degraded brick and masonries; 
Consolidation of degraded mortar and plaster and interaction with fixed artistic heritage; 
Protective and coating layers; 
Restoration and conservation of wood; 
Deterioration and conservation of metals; 
Deterioration and conservation of 20th century heritage concrete and modern materials; 
Technical excursion; 
Laboratory works and in-situ investigations. 
 
SA 7: Integrated Project (9 ECTS) 
Field trips with presentations on case studies 
Seminars on conservation subjects not addressed in the course  
Comprehensive analysis of case studies in groups of 3 to 5 students 
 
The curricular part of the Master Course is held in Guimarães, Portugal. The dissertation work is 
then equally divided by all partners. The students will indicate their preference during the 
application and the Management Board will decide a final selection based on the ranking of the first 
20 curricular ECTS and a balanced distribution between Consortium members. 
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ECTS 
 
The ECTS - European Credit Transfer System - was developed by the European Commission in 
order to provide common procedures to guarantee academic recognition of studies abroad. It 
provides a way of measuring and comparing learning achievements and transferring them from one 
institution to another. 
 
The ECTS system is based on the principle of mutual trust and confidence between the participating 
higher education institutions. The few rules of ECTS, concerning the information on courses 
available (ECTS Information Package), the agreement between the home and host institutions 
establishing the programme of study to be taken (Learning Agreement), the use of credit units to 
indicate the student’s workload (ECTS credits) and the use of a Transcript of Records, which shows 
the student’s learning achievements in a way which is commonly understood and easily transferable 
from one institution to another, are set out to reinforce this mutual trust and confidence. 
 
The grading system is a key issue in the academic recognition process for students participating in 
international mobility programmes. Grading scales vary according to host countries and institutions 
which increases the difficulty and complexity levels of the equivalence process. 
 
Therefore, having in mind the different grading systems in Europe, a grading scale has been 
developed in the framework of ECTS (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) to 
make the comparison between different national scales easier and the assessment process more 
transparent. 
 
The ECTS grading scale allows the qualitative assessment of students' performance in the subjects 
attended at the host institution. 
 
At the first level, this grading system divides students into two separate groups: pass and fail; and 
afterwards, those obtaining passing grades are divided into five subgroups. An ECTS grade is 
allocated to each subgroup.  
 
The ECTS grade aims at providing additional information regarding the student's achievements in a 
specific subject. It is based on the rank of a student in a given assessment that is how he/she 
performed relative to other students in the same class (or in a significant group of students).   
 
ECTS grade does not intend to replace the local grade but to provide qualitative information about 
the student's academic performance. 
 
Having under consideration the good practices in the use of ECTS tools, Universidade do Minho 
issues to all exchange students (in the end of their study period) a Transcript of Records that 
includes the grades achieved in each course unit both in the national and the ECTS scales.    
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NATIONAL GRADING SYSTEM 
 

 
 
ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
 
  
PERIOD UMINHO UPC UNIPD CTU 
OCTOBER-
MARCH 
(COURSEWORK) 

X    

APRIL-JULY 
(DISSERTATION) 

X X X X 

 
 
NATIONAL HOLIDAYS 
 
January 1: New Year’s Day and Restoration Day of the Independent Czech State  
March/April: Good Friday and Easter Monday  
May 1: Labour Day and May Day 
May 8: Victory Day 
July 5: Saints Cyril and Methodius Day 
July 6: Death of Jan Hus 
September 28: Czech Statehood Day  
October 28: Independent Czechoslovak State Day 
November 17: International Student Day and Struggle for Freedom and Democracy Day 
December 24-26: Christmas  
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CZECH LANGUAGE COURSE 
 
The Czech Language Course is designed for beginners (with no previous knowledge of Czech 
language). The Czech Language Course concentrates on mastering speech skills (reading, writing, 
speaking, listening comprehension), development of communicative skills (vocabulary expansion, 
idioms) and the ability to react in everyday situations. The participants gradually learn about Czech 
culture too.  
Organization of lessons - according to the schedule; form of lessons attendance in the classroom or 
online teaching according to the order of the government of the Czech Republic and the rector of 
CTU in Prague. 
 
For further information, check out the website: https://czv.cvut.cz/kurzy-pro-verejnost/ 
 
UNIVERSITY FACILITIES 
 

 

Libraries 
 

 
 
Central Library of Faculty of Civil Engineering and Faculty of Architecture CTU 
Technická 6, 
160 80 Praha 6 
Phone: + 420 224 359 801 
Website: https://www.cvut.cz/en/central-library 
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Opening Hours 
 

 Library Serials Study 
Room 

Monday 8:00 - 17:00 9:00 - 17:00 

Tuesday 8:00 - 17:00 9:00 - 17:00 

Wednesday 8:00 - 16:00 9:00 - 16:00 

Thursday 8:00 - 17:00 9:00 - 17:00 

Friday 8:00 - 14:00 9:00 - 14:00 

 
 
Computer Facilities 
 
The University has plentiful computer facilities. Students and teachers have free access to internet 
and electronic mail. 
Contact of mail room: Stanislava Machková  
Email: machkova@fsv.cvut.cz 
Phone number: (+420) 22435 4890 
 
Health and safety department 
Contact of Health Department: Blanka Denková  
Email: blanka.denkova@fsv.cvut.cz 
Phone number: (+420) 22435 3724 
 
CANTEENS 
 
THE STUDENTSKÝ DŮM CANTEEN 
BÍLÁ 2571/6 PRAHA 6 - DEJVICE  
+420 234 606 111 
MENZA-STUDDUM@CVUT.CZ  
 
THE TECHNICAL CANTEEN 
JUGOSLÁVSKÝCH PARTYZÁNŮ 3 160 00 PRAHA 6  
E-MAIL: ANNA.HUSAKOVA@CVUT.CZ 
 
THE STRAHOV CANTEEN 
JEZDECKÁ 1920 16017, PRAHA 6 - STRAHOV  
+420 234 678 361 
MENZA-STRAHOV@CVUT.CZ  
 
THE PODOLÍ CANTEEN 
NA LYSINĚ 772/12 147 45 PRAHA 4 - PODOLÍ  
+420 234 678 550 
MENZA-PODOLI@CVUT.CZ 
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THE KLADNO CANTEEN, KOKOS RESTAURANT 
NÁMĚSTÍ SÍTNÁ 3105 KLADNO  
+420 234 678 580, 234 678 581 
 MENZA-KLADNO@CVUT.CZ 
 
THE KARLOVO NÁMĚSTÍ CANTEEN 
KARLOVO NÁMĚSTÍ 13 121 35, PRAHA 2  
+420 224 357 339 
JIRI.EICHLER@CVUT.CZ 
 
 
ENTRY AND RESIDENCE REGULATIONS 
 
When you have received the necessary documents (a Letter of acceptance and a 
Confirmation of the accommodation) from us you can apply for a visa at the relevant Czech 
Embassy/Consulate in your home country. Theoretically, you can apply at any Czech 
Consulate but there are limitations. Please contact the relevant Consulate for details. You 
will receive the application forms (in five main European languages) from us together with 
other documents, or they are available at the Consulates. Copies may not be used. 

 Find a consulate or a visa center where you will lodge your application. 
 Schedule an appointment. 

Consulates schedule their own appointments, mostly by e-mail or phone – refer to 
consulates´ websites for guidance. 
 
Applications are generally in person and biometric data (fingerprints) are collected. 
 
Children younger than 12 do not submit fingerprints and therefore do not need to visit the 
consulate. Children between 12 and 15 need to come accompanied by their parents / legal 
guardians who lodge visa applications on their behalf. 
 
Schengen visa applications can be submitted six months at the earliest and 15 days at the 
latest ahead of the trip.  
 
Lodge the application presenting the following requirements: 

 Passport 
 Application form 
 Photo 
 Biometric data (fingerprints) 
 Supporting documents on 

- purpose of stay – hosting agreement 
- accommodation 
- financial means 
- proof of return – information allowing assessment of applicant’s intention to 

return (most commonly air or other ticket reservation)  
 Travel medical insurance 
 Harmonized List documents 
 Fee 
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Applications are admissible (i.e. they can be accepted and processed) only if they confirm 
to ALL of the following: contain valid passport, application form, photo and fingerprints, 
are submitted six months at the earliest and 15 days at the latest ahead of the trip, and visa 
fee has been paid. 
 
Await the decision outcome.Visas are generally decided within 3 – 5 days. The legal 
processing period is 15 days. In individual cases, the processing period can be extended to 
45 days, notably when further examination is needed. 
 
Applicants can pick up their passports with visas themselves or they can authorize someone 
else to do so on their behalf. A certified power of attorney needs to be presented when 
picking up the passport on somebody´s behalf. If the applicant notifies the consulate about 
this arrangement when lodging the application, no power of attorney is necessary.   
 
 
COMMUNICATION 
 
POST OFFICES 
 
Main Post Office 
Jindřišská 909/14, Prague 1 (this street is half way up Wenceslas Square) Metro: Můstek 
Tram: Jindřišská (#3, 9, 14, 24) 
Phone: +420 604 221 504/+420 954 211 000 
Every day 2:00 – 24:00 
 
The main Post Office is open 24 hours, is just off Wenceslas Square and it should cater for 
most of your communication needs. They also sell postcards, phone cards, maps, transport 
tickets and tourist info. There are lots of pay phones, fax and wire services, shipment 
services and you can phone long-distance and pay in cash on completion of the call. There 
is a philatelic counter, where you can buy an array of Czech postage stamps. 
 
Post office in Dejvice 
Kafkova 19, 160 00 Praha 6 
Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8:00 - 20:00, Sut 8:00 - 13:00 
Phone: +420 954 216 000 
  
More information about Czech Post:  
https://www.ceskaposta.cz/en/o-ceske-poste/kontakty/informace-o-pobockach 
 
Telephone calls 
Fixed lines are operated by Český Telecom (member of Telefónica group). There are 
numerous telephone boxes spread all around, especially near metro stations operating on 
coins or phone cards. 
 
You can make international calls from any public phones. Just dial 00 before your country 
code. Some payphones accept coins and some only cards (telecards, known as telefoni 
karta). You can buy phone cards from newsagents, post offices, grocery stores and hotels. 
They come in 175 CZK and 320 CZK nominations. It is very cheap to use prepaid 
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international calling cards. Most famous is Karta X (which you can buy from newsagents). 
Calls from hotels are usually much more expensive than a public phone. All phone numbers 
in the Czech Republic are 9 digits long, whether they are local, long-distance, or mobile. 
All Prague landlines numbers begin with a 2. If you are having any problems, there is an 
1171 number to help you get through. 
 
Prepaid International Calling Cards 
 
 It is very cheap to use prepaid international calling cards. The Most famous is Karta X, 
which you can buy from newsagents, hotels and tourist information offices for 300 CZK to 
1000 CZK. Other cards are DITEL, SMARTCALL and T-KARTA. Rates from Prague to 
the most destinations are around 6 to 10 CZK a minute. 
 
How to Make a Local Call? 
You have to dial the entire nine-digit number even if you are dialing within the same area 
code. 

 Czech Republic country code +420 
 International access code 00 
 Operator for International phone calls 133003 
 Collect calls 133004 
 Directory inquiries 1180 
 Abroad information 1181 
 Emergency call 112 
 Ambulance service phone 155 
 Police phone 158 
 Fire emergency phone 150 
 Municipal police phone 156 
 Emergency road service phone 1230, 1240 
 General information phone 12 444, 221 714 444 
 Information on air quality 14110 
 Weather 14116 
 Medical Information 14120 

 
Local Phone Calls Costs 
Calls made from public telephones cost from 5 CZK per minute (or 15 CZK if calling 
mobile phone per minute). Telephone cards in the value of 200 CZK can be purchased at 
newsagents, post offices, department stores, hotels etc.  
 
 
Mobile Phone Operators 
 
All three mobile phone operators (02 (Before Eurotel), T-Mobile and Vodafone) use 
dual-frequency 900/1800 MHz. You can take advantage of Czech SIM cards – low rates 
and free incoming calls. Pay attention to switching your charger for input 220V. 
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Shipping Belongings 
 
DHL International 
DHL Express (Czech Republic) s.r.o. 
Nádražní 2967/93, 702 00 Ostrava 
Tel: 840 103 000 (220 300 111) 
https://mydhl.express.dhl/cz/en/home.html#/getQuoteTab  
 
UPS Czech Parcel Service  
Ke Kopanině 559 
25267 Tuchoměřice 
Czech Republic 
Tel.: +420 233 003 300 
https://www.ups.com/cz/en/Home.page?  
 
TNT Express Worldwide  
Za tratí 206, 252 19 Chrášťany, Chéquia 
Tel: +420 257 083 848/ +420 848 000 868 
https://www.tnt.com/express/en_cz/site/home.html 
 
 
FOOD 
 
Shopping 
 
Many European chains have invaded Prague since 1989 and they have helped to liven up the 
previously drab Czech supermarkets. These shops are more and more open at the weekends, in the 
evenings and all night.  
Old-style shops outside the centre may be open only until lunchtime on Saturday and not at all on 
Sunday. The selection of goods is nowadays like in EU countries.  
 
 
The Albert supermarket on the university campus is open seven days a week and offers a wide 
range of goods at normal prices. There are a number of specialty food shops in the city centre that 
sell exotic delicacies. It is no longer difficult to be a vegetarian in the Czech Republic. 
 
Eating Habits 
 
Lunch, which is usually eaten between 11 am and 1 pm, is the main meal for Czechs.  
 
Traditional foods include roast pork with dumplings or broiled meat with sauce. There are generally 
three kinds of restaurants:  

 A pivnice, or beer hall, usually offers quick but very simple food like goulash or pork with 
dumplings at low prices.  

 For a nicer environment with higher prices you can go to a vinárna, or wine cellar,  
 or a restaurace which serves a broader range of dishes.  

 
In addition, you can find more and more international restaurants and fast food outlets (pizzerias, 
McDonald’s, etc.) 
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Traditional Czech cuisine is not exactly a synonym for healthy cooking. Although Czech eating 
habits have been shifting towards a healthier lifestyle, traditional recipes are still popular - and those 
tend to be high in calories, fat, and sugar. Meat is very common, as are various sauces, condiments, 
and dumplings. There is a similarity to traditional German cooking and some meals that are 
sometimes thought of as "typically Czech", such as goulash or spaetzle, actually originated in other 
countries. 
 
Traditional Foods 
A Czech meal typically starts with soup (polévka). Some popular Czech soups are: 
 

 Czech Potato Soup (Bramboračka) 
 Potato soup (bramborová polévka or bramboračka) 
 Garlic soup (česneková polévka or česnečka) 
 Chicken noodle soup (kuřecí polévka s nudlemi) 
 Beef soup with liver dumplings (hovězí vývar s játrovými knedlíčky) 
 Sauerkraut soup (zelná polévka or zelňačka) 
 Dill soup, made from sour milk (koprová polévka or koprovka) 

 
Some well-known Czech main dishes are: 

 Beef goulash with dumplings - a thick beef stew of Hungarian origin (hovězí guláš s 
knedlíkem) 

 Beef sirloin with dumplings and vegetable cream sauce (svíčková na smetaně, knedlík) 
 Roast pork, dumplings and sauerkraut (vepřová pečeně, knedlík, zelí or vepřo-knedlo-zelo) 
 Pork schnitzel with mashed potatoes - a slice of pork, breaded and fried (smažený vepřový 

řízek) 
 Roasted duck with sauerkraut and dumplings (pečená kachna se zelím a knedlíkem) 

 
 Fried cheese with French fries and tartar sauce - a thick slice of cheese, breaded and fried 

(smažený sýr) 
 Roasted chicken with potatoes (pečené kuře s brambory) 
 Stuffed bell peppers with tomato sauce (plněná paprika s rajskou omáčkou) 
 Breaded and fried mushrooms (smažené žampiony) 
 Fruit-filled dumplings (fruit wrapped in potato or yeast dough, boiled, and served with 

sugar, ground poppy seeds, cottage cheese and melted butter): plum, apricot, strawberry, 
blueberry (kynuté ovocné knedlíky: švestkové, meruňkové, jahodové, borůvkové) 

 
Side Dishes 
The most common Czech side dishes are: 

 Boiled potatoes (vařené brambory) 
 Roasted potatoes (opékané brambory) 
 Mashed potatoes (bramborová kaše - pureed, šťouchané brambory - coarsely mashed) 
 French fries (bramborové hranolky) 
 Potato pancakes (bramboráčky) 
 Rice (rýže) 
 Bread dumplings (houskové knedlíky) 
 Potato dumplings (bramborové knedlíky) 
 Sauerkraut or cabbage (zelí) 
 Potato salad (bramborový salát) 
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Desserts 

 Dessert (moučník, dezert or zákusek) comes in many varieties. Some are rather fatty due to 
the use of butter (máslo) and whipped cream (šlehačka), some are light and fluffy. In 
general, Czech desserts and cakes (dorty) are not overly sweet. Some popular desserts are: 

 Crepes (palačinky) filled with jam (džem) or fruit (ovoce) such as strawberries (jahody), 
chocolate (čokoláda), whipped cream (šlehačka) and sometimes nuts (oříšky) 

 Honey cake called Medovník 
 Fruit-filled dumplings (ovocné knedlíky) 
 Apple strudel (jablečný závin) 
 Cake (dort) 
 Ice cream sundae (zmrzlinový pohár) 

 
Beverages 
As far as drinks (nápoje) go, a Czech meal is often accompanied by the national beverage, which is 
beer (pivo). If you are not in the mood for beer, you can have mineral water (minerálka), a variety 
of fruit juices, such as orange juice (pomerančový džus), apple juice (jablečný džus), pear juice 
(hruškový džus), lemonade (limonáda) of various flavors, or a soda (specify the kind because soda 
in Czech means "soda water").  
Czechs also like to drink tea (čaj) with sugar (cukr) and lemon (citrón), and coffee (káva) with or 
without milk (mléko) or cream (smetana). 
 
Restaurants  
There are now close to 2,000 places in Prague where you can stop for lunch or dinner. Just about 
every type of food imaginable can be found in here. Since menus are usually posted outside 
restaurants, you can decide if it’s right for you before you go in. 
 
For most of the tourists Prague should be cheaper (probably much cheaper) than at home. But be 
careful, there are many places where they want your money and don’t shy to ask for two- or three-
times higher prices than is common. 
 
In Czechia, we did not adopt Euro yet, so you will pay in our local currency, Czech crown (CZK). 
In many tourist restaurants, they can accept Euro, but be careful, there will be probably a terrible 
exchange rate which make it even more expensive. 100 CZK is a bit less than 4 EUR or 5 USD. 
It differs from place to place but if you see much higher prices, you are probably in a luxury 
restaurant, you ordered something special (usually expensive food) or you are in a touristic-oriented 
restaurant. 
 
Czech Restaurants in Prague 
Pizzeria Grosetto,  
Jugoslavských partyzánů 8, near the Dejvicka campus is recommended to those not yet accustomed 
to a Czech diet 
http://www.grosseto.cz/dejvice  
+420 233 342 694 
 
Brewery and Restaurant U Fleků 
Křemencova 11, Praha 1 110 00 
E-mail: ufleku@ufleku.cz 
Tel.: +420 224 934 019–20/ +420 602 660 290 
https://en.ufleku.cz/  
Opening hours – 10:00 – 22:00 
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U Modré kachničky 
Nebovidská 6, Prague 1, 118 00 Prague 1, Lesser Town 
+420 602 353 559/+420 257 320 308 +420 257 316 745 (office) 
original@umodrekachnicky.cz 
https://umodrekachnicky.cz/en  
Opening hours: 12:00 - 23:00 
 
Hostinec U Kalicha 
Na Bojišti 12-14, Praha 2 
ukalicha@ukalicha.cz 
+420 224 912 557 
https://ukalicha.cz/en/ 
Opening hours: 12:00 - 22:00 
 
 
FINANCES 
 
CURRENCY 
 
Czech currency 
The Czech Republic's currency is the Czech koruna or Czech crown (Kč / CZK). Despite being a 
member of the European Union, the Czech Republic has not adopted the euro yet. 
 
Notes come in denominations of 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 CZK. Coins come in 1, 2, 5, 10, 
20 and 50 CZK. 
 
Exchanging Money 
 
The Czech crown is now fully convertible, though many Western banks haven’t stocked up on 
Czech crown notes and coins. You will probably have to wait to get inside the country before 
obtaining Czech crowns. Never change currency on the street; you will be cheated if you do. 
 
Exchange rate  
 
USD 1 about CZK 22,185.20 
EURO 1 about CZK 25,202.40 
GBP 1 about CZK 29,662.40 
 
Currency converter: http://www.myczechrepublic.com/czech-currency-converter.php 
 
The easiest way to obtain Czech currency is via an ATM machine affiliated with a bank. In 
addition, there are numerous exchange offices in the city, both inside banks and stand-alone ones.  
 
To make sure the rate you receive is fair, please check the Czech National Bank middle rate 
(www.cnb.cz), which gives you an approximate idea of what you can expect. It is not legal for 
exchange offices to charge any commission on foreign exchange transactions, and a printed receipt 
must be provided for each transaction. 
 
The best exchange rate is usually obtained by withdrawing Czech Crowns from the cash machine 
(ATM) of a bank in Prague, even accounting for any transaction fees that your home bank may 
charge.  
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Cash machines in Prague accept debit and credit cards backed by Visa, Mastercard, American 
Express and Maestro. 
 
Three key points on withdrawing money from an ATM: 

1. Use a debit card if possible; fees are normally lower than for a credit card. 
2. Use the ATM of a bank not of a currency exchange company. Even better, use an ATM at 

an actual bank rather than a stand-alone machine in a random location; some stand-alone 
ATMs impose extra charges. 

3. Some ATMs offer the option to 'pay using home currency'. Ignore this and opt to 'pay in 
local currency'. The transaction will then be converted at a good international rate 
authorised by your own bank. If you select 'home currency', the ATM converts the Czech 
Crowns at its own rate, which is usually a poor rate; this is called Dynamic Currency 
Conversion (DCC). Avoid it. 

City Centre ATMs:  
 
Czech and international banks such as Česká spořitelna and Komerční banka are most prevalent 
around Wenceslas Square, and all have ATMs. 
 
There are several banks with ATMs on Republic Square, near Palladium Shopping Centre. 
In the Lesser Town there is a Česká spořitelna bank with an ATM at the top of Mostecké street (the 
road leading from Charles Bridge to the Lesser Town Square). 
 
Prague Airport ATMs 
 
At Terminal 1, exit customs and in the arrivals hall the ATMs are located to the right, by the stairs. 
At Terminal 2, exit customs and in the arrivals hall the ATMs are located to the left - Prague 
Airport Guide.  
  
Best places to change money in Prague 
 
To change cash for Czech Crowns, the best exchange rates are available in the city centre, but be 
careful where you go. 
 
For excellent exchange rates and no commission, we recommend:  

 eXchange at Kaprova 1 (near Old Town Square)  
 Samiko Exchange at Štěpánská 39 (near Wenceslas Square) 

 
The banks located in and around Wenceslas Square offer good exchange rates, although they charge 
a small commission. 
 
Be wary of small currency exchange booths. Some offer reasonable rates, but at many offers of 0% 
commission and confusing signs mask a poor rate. Always ask what the total amount you will 
receive before handing over any money. 
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Banks 
 
The Czech National Bank (CNB) supervises financial institutions and banks in the Czech Republic 
and serves as the country’s central monetary authority. CNB was established in 1993 after the 
former state of Czechoslovakia was dissolved.  
 
Headquartered in Prague, the Czech central bank offers banking services to the public sector and the 
state. 
 
There are 58 banks and foreign bank branches operating in the Czech Republic as of March 2021. 
Mostly dominated by foreign capital, the domestic banking sector is comparable to most similar-
sized economies in Western Europe. 
 
To find out more about Czech, foreign and international banks go to: 
https://www.cnb.cz/en/index.html 
 
As a foreigner, you may open a regular bank account at some banks but you must show them your 
passport. Nowadays they often want a paper stating that you are a CTU student. Usually you will 
have to deposit some amount of money. 
 
The majority of services provided by the Czech banks are paid. Thus, anything from obtaining a 
debit card to ATM withdrawals will typically incur a fee. 
 
Czech banks offer three main types of bank accounts: the basic account, the current account, and the 
savings account. 
 
The basic bank account only allows you to deposit your money and make cash withdrawals at 
ATMs and settle your bills. However, you are not entitled to an overdraft. 
 
Procedures 
 
In general, you will need the following documents to open a bank account in the Czech Republic: 

 a valid passport 
 another identity document (your driver's license, identity card, birth certificate, resident 

card) 
 a minimum deposit (between CZK 200 and CZK 2,000, depending on the bank). 
 If you are a student, you will need to present a study certificate from your educational 

establishment or your student visa 
 

In some cases, it is possible to open a bank account online, but you will still need to drop by the 
bank in person with your identity documents and the minimum deposit to finalize procedures. 
 
 
Credit Cards 
MasterCard, Maestro and VISA are accepted in Czech Republic, in shops, restaurants, and hotels. 
Only small businesses such as newsstands, street vendors and neighborhood shops require cash 
payments. 
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HEALTH AND WELFARE  
 
Prior to affixing a long-term visa or a long-term visa for the purpose of receiving a long-term 
residence permit for the purpose of studies (D/VR), the foreign national submits a document on 
travel medical insurance for the period of stay in the Czech Republic, which corresponds to the 
conditions set out in § 180j of the Act on Residence of Foreign National. 
Proof of travel medical insurance is understood to be a document in which the relevant insurance 
company declares / confirms: 

 The period of insurance (insurance must cover the entire stay in the Czech Republic); 
 The extent of the insurance (the insurance policy must cover the costs that the foreign 

national is obliged to cover for the period of his/her stay in the Czech Republic in the event 
of providing necessary and urgent health care including the costs associated with transport 
or, in the case of his/her death, those associated with transferring his/her physical remains 
to the state that issued the travel document or to another state in which he/she has a 
residence permit); 

 The amount of the insurance benefit (the agreed insurance benefit limit for one insurance 
event must be at least EUR 60 000, that being without an insurance retention on the amount 
of the given costs); 

 
The insurance policy must not exclude coverage for injuries and damage caused by the applicant´s 
intentional acts, injuries and damage caused by fault or contributory fault on the part of the 
applicant, and injuries and damage caused by the consumption of alcohol, narcotic and psychotropic 
substances by the applicant. 
 
Such travel medical insurance can be arranged at an insurance company authorized to operate in the 
Czech Republic, at an insurance company authorized to operate this insurance in other Member 
States of the European Union / European economic area or in the state the foreign national’s travel 
document is from or in another state in which the foreign national has a residence permit. 
 
If insurance was obtained abroad, along with the proof of travel medical insurance, the foreign 
national always submits an official translation of the insurance policy and its general terms and 
conditions into the Czech language. This proves the medical travel insurance policy has been taken 
out, above all its extent, the limit of coverage being EUR 60 000 and that insurance is taken out 
without retention and, upon request, a document on paying the insurance premium for an insurance 
policy for the entire period of the requested stay in the Czech Republic. 
 
Upon request by the MOI, the foreign national is obliged to submit a document on having paid the 
insurance premium. 
 
 
Hospital 
 
Homolce Hospital  
 
http://www.homolka.cz  
Roentgenova 2, Praha 5  
+420 257 271 111 (exchange) 257 272 146 - 2144 – reception for foreigners 
 
International students normally have quite good experience with the ordinary public Czech health 
care services. Usually there is no need to visit a private practice and pay extra for it. 
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Urgent medical treatment 

 CZK 90 extra fee 
 when you go to the hospital in "ambulance hours" ("Pohotovost/Ambulance") (different for 

each hospital) 
Standard medical care 

 must be paid on the spot 
 bring cash with you (especially dentists’ treatments are really expensive) 
 EHIC card with the confirmation paper covers basic treatments  
 Double check that the doctor has a contract with VZP (public health insurance system in 

CR - www.kancelarzp.cz/en) 
Students from non-EU countries 

 required to have health insurance from an authorized insurance company licensed to operate 
in the Czech Republic 

 The original contract has to be written in Czech language (or you have to obtain a certified 
translation into Czech language). 

 
International Student Club CTU in Prague 
Masarykova kolej, room 304 (red)  
Thákurova 550/1,  
Praha 6 – Dejvice 
+420 775 198 605 
isc@isc.cvut.cz 
Facebook: isc.ctu.prague  
 
 
Private practices 
 
Canadian Medical Care 
Evropská 859/115, 160 00 Praha 6 Czech Republic 
Mon - Fri 7:00 - 19:00 
 +420 222 300 300 
https://www.canadian.cz/  
 
Dentists 
 
Dental Surgery LaDenta 
Jankovcova 788,  
170 00 Praha 7-Holešovice,  
+420 221 228 048 
https://www.ladenta.cz/ 
 
Prague Dental Clinic 
Železná 490,  
110 00 Staré Město 
+420 604 484 444  
http://www.praguedentalclinic.cz/cs/ 
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Millenium Dental Care, Ltd. 
V Celnici 1462,  
117 21 Nové Město 
+420 724 222 255 
https://www.mdc.cz/  
 
Pharmacy 
 
Even the simplest medicines, including aspirin, must be purchased at a pharmacy or lékárna in 
Czech. You may need a prescription for medicines that you can buy over the counter at home. By 
international standards, the prices of pharmaceuticals are not expensive. 
 
Pharmacy Dejvická 
Dejvická 689, 160 00 Praha 6-Dejvice,  
+420 224 323 786 
 
Lékárna 
Vodičkova 1935, 110 00 Nové Město,  
+420 222 987 433 
https://www.lekarny-praha.eu/cs/kontakt  
 
Fragnerova pharmacy Black Eagle 
Malostranské nám. 203/14, 118 00 Malá Strana,  
+420 257 219 744 
https://www.lekarna-orel.cz/  
 
ACCOMMODATION 
 
CTU provides accommodation for almost 8 000 national and international students in several 
dormitories (the biggest is Strahov with more than 5 500 beds). Students will preferably be 
accommodated in the area of main Dejvice campus, in the MASARYK and SINKULE dorms, 
located close to DEJVICKÁ underground station, and in the STRAHOV dorm, about 15 minutes by 
bus.  
 
The accommodation will be booked automatically for each applicant on the basis of first come, first 
served until the capacity is full.  
 
To check-in you need: your passport, one photograph, and to fill in some forms. You will have to 
pay insurance against breakages and losses, and for the accommodation for the rest of month. So 
make sure that you have enough Czech money. The banks at the airport give a good rate of 
exchange.  
 
Masaryk Dormitory (Masarykova kolej)  
Address: Thákurova 1 160 00 Praha 6 
Phone: +420 234 678 600 
https://www.masarykovakolej.cz/  
Accommodation Office Hours: Mon - Thu 8:0-10:00, 13:00 – 14:00  
Fry: 8.00–11.00 
Reception: Mon–Sun/7.30–18.30 
 
Students arriving after office hours will be accommodated, and will register on the next day.  
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The Masarykova dorm is newly reconstructed and offers a good standard of accommodation, where 
3 rooms share a kitchen and bathroom. There are also TV rooms.  
 
Services and Facilities: the student is provided with a sheet, pillow, and duvet (changed once every 
3 weeks).  
A laundry room and an iron are available on each floor free of charge, ask the residential assistant 
for the keys.  
 
The Masarykova Dormitory amenities 

 Canteen (Mon - Fri, lunches and dinners, Mon - Sun breakfast) 
 Atrium - has a separate entrance and serves as a reception desk for events organized in 

lecture rooms and as a venue for banquets, concerts and cocktails held on the staircase. 
WiFi available. 

 Restaurant - serves quality meals in a trendy environment. 
 Gym - open 24/7, admission for two people at a time (a safety condition); the Masařka 

dormitory club is responsible for operations.   
 Parking - Parking fees - both garage and open area parking places. For more information 

call Mr. Kvasnica; at 234 678 471, e-mail: pavol.kvasnica@cvut.cz 
 
Sinkule hostel (Sinkuleho kolej)  
Address: Zikova 13, Prague 6  
Phone: +420 234 678 232 
http://sinkule.insta-hostel.com/  
  
The Strahov Dormitories  
Address: Vaníčkova 7 160 17 Praha 6 
Phone: +420 234 678 368 
 
The Strahov Dormitory is the largest accommodation facility of the Czech Technical University in 
Prague. Double rooms, shared bathrooms on each floor. A room unit system with double rooms 
(only block 8). The total capacity - more than 4700 beds. 
Amenities of the Strahov Dormitory: 

 Clubs, bars, restaurants, 
 Canteen 
 Shops 
 Sports fields 
 Copy centre 
 Barber shop 

 
Parking is available on the grounds: 

 gated at block 1, enclosed at block 1, for information call 234 678 386 
 gated at block 11, open parking area, for information call 234 678 111 
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On-campus sports fields 
Multi-purpose sports fields with artificial grass and evening lights can be used mostly for collective 
ball games such as tennis, handball, volleyball, basketball, netball and other. 
Reservation: 
Vaníčkova 7, Praha 6 
Reception desk in block 9: tel. 234 678 209 
responsible manager: Mr. Hubka, tel. 234 678 368 
Opening hours: 10:00 am – 10:00 pm or subject to a previous agreement 
 
Insurance for personal property  
 Students are recommended to take out insurance on their personal property. International students 
are, regrettably, often robbed, both by pickpockets and by thieves in the dormitories.  
Students in dormitories sign an insurance agreement.  
 
Note, however, that he insurance agreement covers only the most basic items. Any major items, 
e.g., laptops, must be specified in writing in the agreement. If windows are left open or doors are 
left unlocked, or if the owner of the property is negligent, the insurance company will not pay out.  
The university does not accept liability for loss of students’ property.  
 
Private Accomodation 
The rents for private apartments are considerably higher than those of student dorms. However, it is 
possible to rent a modest flat for 2 or 3 students for 12 000 – 14 000 crowns/month. You can begin 
your apartment search on the web at: 

 www.happyhouserentals.com  
 www.spolubydlici.cz  
 http://www.rh-reality.cz/  

The Czech-language classifieds newspaper Annonce (B-Edition) is published three times a week. 
You can put an advertisement in Annonce for free, but if you write an ad in English or German you 
will get rents quoted in dollars and Euros (which means a higher price). Better to get a Czech 
acquaintance to translate your classified ad for you.  
 
You might consider renting a room in a Czech family flat. This arrangement can have its drawbacks 
in terms of freedom or privacy, but it can sometimes work out surprisingly well, and is cheaper than 
renting your own flat. 
 
 
 
 
CULTURE 
 
Theatres  
 
You can find a lot of theatres in Prague. Some have special prices for students with an ISIC card. 
 
National Theatre (Národní divadlo)  
Národní 2, 110 00 Nové Město, Chéquia 
Mo–Su 10:00am – 6:00pm 
+420 224 901 448 
https://www.narodni-divadlo.cz/en  
info@national-theatre.cz 
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The Estates Theatre (Stavovské divadlo)  
Železná, 110 00 Staré Město, Chéquia 
First stone-built theatre in Prague. The same contact as the National Theatre  
Mo–Su 10:00am – 6:00pm 
+420 224 901 448 
https://www.narodni-divadlo.cz/en  
info@national-theatre.cz 
 
State Opera – Smetana Theatre  
Mo–Su 10:00am – 6:00pm 
+420 224 901 448 
info@national-theatre.cz  
Wilsonova 4, 110 00 Praha 1-Vinohrady, Chéquia 
Mo–Su 10:00am – 6:00pm 
+420 224 901 448 
With performances from the international repertoire  
 
Cinemas  
 
Cinema City Czech 
Na Příkopě 22,  
110 00 Nové Město 
https://www.cinemacity.cz/#/  
 
Kino Světozor 
Vodičkova 41, Praha 1 
+420 224 946 824 
Ticket reservation: +420 608 330 088 
(mon–fri 10:00–17:00) 
https://www.kinosvetozor.cz/en 
  
 
 
Komorní kino Evald  
Národní 28, 111 21 Praha 1 
+420 221 105 225 
http://www.evald.cz/  
Concerts  
 
There’s no language barrier when it comes to music. In Prague, it’s easy to find a concert or 
musical performance, anything from grunge to Mozart, any time of the year ( 
http://www.musica.cz) 
  
Museums  
 
National Museum / Národní muzeum   
Václavské náměstí 1700/68 
110 00  Praha 1 - Nové Město  
 +420 224 497 111 
nm@nm.cz    
http://www.nm.cz/english/  
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The Náprstek Museum of Asian, African and American Cultures  
(Náprstkovo museum asijských, afrických a amerických kultur)  
Václavské náměstí 1700/68  
110 00  Praha 1 - Nové Město 
 +420 224 497 111 
nm@nm.cz 
 
National Technical Museum  
(Národní technické muzeum)  
Kostelní 42 170 78 Praha 7 
+420 220 399 111 
info@ntm.cz 
https://www.ntm.cz/en  
 
Art Galleries  
National Gallery in Prague - Collection of old art  
(Národní galerie v Praze - sbírka starého umění)  
Staroměstské nám.  
12 110 15 Prague 1 
+420 224 301 122/+420 220 397 211 
https://www.ngprague.cz/en  
info@ngprague.cz  
 
Center for modern art and contemporary art of The National Gallery  
Veletržní Palác, Dukelských hrdinů 47,  
Praha 7 Staroměstské nám.  
12 110 15 Prague 1 
+420 224 301 122/+420 220 397 211 
 
Clubs and nightlife  
 
There are plenty of things to do when the sun sets over the beautiful skyline of Prague Castle, and 
the illuminations go on. The downtown area is home to good pubs, bars and hangouts where good 
music is being played all night. Do remember that pickpockets are very pleased to see inebriated 
students in bars. Besides the traditional night activities, the best things to do at night in Prague 
include sightseeing.  
 
In the eighteenth century, Bohemia supplied musicians and composers to the whole of Europe and 
it remains one of the most musical nations. Not just classical music, connected with famous names 
such as Smetana and Dvořák, also jazz has deep roots among the Czech people. Prague jazz is 
highly concentrated in the area between the National Theatre and Wenceslas Square. Rock legends 
on world tours reckon to stop off in Prague.  
 
 
Some recommended clubs:  
 
Agharta Jazz Centrum 
Železná 16, 100 00 Staré Město, Praha  
+420 222 211 275  
http://www.agharta.cz/  
info@agharta.cz 
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One Club 
Melantrichova 5 110 00 Praha 1 
Reservation: +420 776 15 15 17 
https://www.oneclubprague.cz/  
info@oneclubprague.cz  
 
M1 Lounge Bar & Club 
Masna 1, Prague 1, Czech Republic 
 +420 227 195 235 
https://www.m1lounge.com/  
info@m1lounge.com  
 
Friends club 
Bartolomějská 291/11 Praha 1 110 00 
+420 226 211 920 
info@friendsclub.cz  
https://friendsclub.cz/en/ 
 
 
Pubs  
 
AnonymouS Bar 
Michalská 12, Praha 1 – Staré Město 
+420 608 280 069 
http://www.anonymousbar.cz  
info@anonymousbar.cz  
 
Bugsy's Bar 
Pařížská 10 110 00 Praha 1 – Staré Město 
+420 224 810 287/+420 840 284 797 
http://www.bugsysbar.cz  
 
Harlys Bar 
Dlouhá 18 110 00 Praha 1 – Staré Město 
+420 602 419 111 
http://harlys.cz  
harlys@harlys.cz  
 
Vagon music pub & club 
Národní 25 110 00 Praha 1 – Staré Město 
+420 733 737 301 
http://www.vagon.cz  
ondra@vagon.cz  
 
The James Joyce Irish Pub 
U Obecního dvora 4 11000 Praha 1 – Josefov 
+420 224 818 851 
http://www.jamesjoyceprague.cz  
jamesjoyceprague@gmail.com 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Cost of Living (in €) 
 
Living costs in the Czech Republic are considered to be affordable. However, the city of Prague is 
more expensive than 75% of the cities in Eastern Europe  The average living costs range from 1400 
Euros to 1600 Euros per month, including meals, accommodation, public transport and culture. Of 
course, prices may vary according to your location, accommodation choices, lifestyle, and spending 
habits: 
 
 

Expenses Price in Euros 
Accommodation From 700€ up to 1200€ 
Food 240€ 
Leisure 200€ 
University (books, etc) 100€ 

 
 
 
Useful Phone numbers 
 
National emergency number:    112 
Railways:                  +420 840 112 113 
Tourist Information Office in Prague:               +420 221 714 714 
Fire Department:     +420 950 857 097  
Police:                                                                  +420 224 234 860 

 
 
    

 
 
 

Useful phrases  
Hello Nazdar, Ahoj 
Good Morning Dobré jitro 
Good Afternoon Dobré odpoledne 
Good evening/ Good night Dobrý večer/dobrou noc 
See you later Nashledanou 
Good bye Nashledanou 
How are you? Jak se máš/máte 
I’m fine, thanks. Děkuji, dobře 
My name is …  Jmenuji se.../já jsem 
What’s your name? Jak se jmenuješ/jmenujete 
Glad to meet you Rád jsem Vás/tě poznal 
Hello? Who is speaking? Ahoj, kdo je u telefonu? 
This is … speaking. To je… 
Can you speak slower, Můžete mluvit pomaleji, 
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please? prosím? 
I don’t understand. Nerozumím Vám 
I’m lost Zabloudil jsem 
Where is CTU? Kde je CTU? 
Where is it? Kde je to? 
How much is it? Kolik to stojí 
I would like to buy. Chtěl bych koupit 
May I get the receipt, please? Mohu dostat účet, prosím 
Do you accept credit card? Přijímáte platební karty? 
I would like a coffee. Chtěl bych kávu, prosím 
Where is the Bathroom? Kde je koupelna? 
What time is it? Kolik je hodin? 
Help! Police! Pomoc! Policie! 

 
 

Vocabulary 
Yes Ano/jo 
No Ne 
Thanks Děkuju 
Open rozevřít 
Closed zavřený 
Push postrkovat 
Pull vytahovat 
Train železniční 
Railway Station železniční stanice 
Ticket vstupenka 
Timetable jízdní řád 
Bus sběrnice 
Bus stop autobusová stanice 
City Centre centrum města 
Post Office pošta 
Pharmacy farmacie 
hospital špitál 
Supermarket supermarket 
Cinema Kino 
Theatre Divadlo 
Restaurant restaurace 
Butchers masakr 
Canteen kantýna 
Library knihovna 
Book blok 
Money měna 
Stamp kolek 
Food potrava 
Bread živobytí 
Milk mléko 
Water voda 
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Czech habits  
 
Dress has become less formal; neat casual wear is usually acceptable, though attendance at 
the opera or at a symphonic orchestra concert requires a modicum of formality. If you are 
invited into a Czech home, bring flowers or a small gift and offer to take your shoes off 
before entering.  
 
Clothes  
 
For most occasions as a student, informal wear is OK. However, do bring something more 
formal, too. You may be invited to a concert. Also, have in mind that some Czech 
professors are unimpressed by students who present themselves for an oral exam in jeans 
and trainers! Much of the older generation considers it is rude to have headwear on indoors, 
or when speaking to a lady or to an older gentleman. The adoption of baseball caps by some 
Czech students is considered a sign of the degeneracy of the younger generation. 
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CTU E-SHOP 
 

 
 
A web application that supports sale of publications from the CTU Publishing House, a 
complete range of ICT (VŠCHT) goods, books by other publishers and promotional items, 
available for students, employees, partners, public. 
 
For further information, check out the webpage: https://eobchod.cvut.cz/?lang=_eng 
 
 
 
SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION OF THE SAHC CONSORTIUM 
 
Historic Construction and Conservation Materials, Systems and Damage 
By Pere Roca, Paulo B. Lourenço, Angelo Gaetani 
 
https://www.routledge.com/Historic-Construction-and-Conservation-Materials-Systems-
and-Damage/Roca-Lourenco-Gaetani/p/book/9781032090238 
 
Finite Element Analysis for Building Assessment: Advanced Use and Practical 
Recommendations (in press) 
By Paulo B. Lourenço, Angelo Gaetani 
 
https://www.routledge.com/Finite-Element-Analysis-for-Building-Assessment-Advanced-
Use-and-Practical/Lourenco-Gaetani/p/book/9781032228396 


